This paper introduces a novel, non-local characterization of critical points and their global relation in 2D uncertain scalar fields. The characterization is based on the analysis of the support of the probability density functions (PDF) of the input data. Given two scalar fields representing reliable estimations of the bounds of this support, our strategy identifies mandatory critical points: spatial regions and function ranges where critical points have to occur in any realization of the input. The algorithm provides a global pairing scheme for mandatory critical points which is used to construct mandatory join and split trees. These trees enable a visual exploration of the common topological structure of all possible realizations of the uncertain data. To allow multi-scale visualization, we introduce a simplification scheme for mandatory critical point pairs revealing the most dominant features. Our technique is purely combinatorial and handles parametric distribution models and ensemble data. It does not depend on any computational parameter and does not suffer from numerical inaccuracy or global inconsistency. The algorithm exploits ideas of the established join/split tree computation. It is therefore simple to implement, and its complexity is output-sensitive. We illustrate, evaluate, and verify our method on synthetic and real-world data.
Mandatory Critical Points of 2D Uncertain Scalar Fields
David Günther 1 , Joseph Salmon 1 , and Julien Tierny The support of hv is visualized by the lower (light blue) and upper (dark blue) bound fields. c) depicts the mandatory critical points (blue: minimum, green: join saddle, yellow: split saddle, red: maximum), d) illustrates the spatial uncertainty within the components. e) shows the mandatory join/split tree, and f) and g) the simplified visualization.
Introduction
In industry and scientific research, measurements and numerical simulations are necessary to understand underlying technical, physical or chemical processes. Results are often scalar fields, which could represent: the temperature in a closed system, the geometric height of a surface, or the velocity of a fluid. The data acquisition could suffer from inaccuracies and noise might be introduced. Simulations, on the other hand, suffer from a limited floating-point precision and quantification artifacts. Moreover, input parameters may not be known with certainty yielding parameter studies. In summary, uncertainty [GUM08] is introduced into the data. Each vertex of the numerical domain is no longer assigned to a single value but a probability density function (PDF) describing the scalar value of this point.
When facing an uncertain scalar field, the user is left with the difficult task of understanding the data set as a whole. Individual realizations (e.g., mean) or observations (ensemble data) -which can be numerous -are not necessarily representative of the global process. The understanding of the data in its entirety requires to identify the common denominator of all realizations or observations: features, such as critical points, which are shared by all of them.
In this paper, we introduce a novel, non-local, and combinatorial definition of mandatory critical points (Sec. 3) which is independent of the underlying distribution model. The mandatory critical points are globally consistent (Sec. 4) and occur in any realization. Therefore, they can be interpreted as the common topological denominator of the realizations of the uncertain data. Due to the uncertainty, a mandatory critical point is represented by a critical component ( Fig. 1c) and a critical interval. It is guaranteed that for any realization at least one critical point of a given type is present in the prescribed region and takes a critical value in the prescribed interval. The global nature of our combinatorial algorithm allows to derive the notion of mandatory join and split trees (Sec. 4). These trees describe the expected structure of the mandatory critical points. A progressive simplification (Sec. 4) of mandatory critical points is introduced to help the user differentiate small-and large-scale structures (Fig. 1d,g ). Our algorithm does not depend on any computational parameter and its time complexity is output-sensitive, which makes it well suited for large ensemble data. Experiments on real-life data-sets (Sec. 5) demonstrate the ability of our technique to interactively explore recurring and important features of uncertain scalar fields. Analyzing directly the PDFs is an alternative to the above techniques. Otto et al. [OGHT10] extend the notion of continuous stream lines and critical points to uncertain vector fields. In contrast to this global approach, Petz et al. [PPH12] propose a local definition of an uncertain critical point. These techniques are restricted to Gaussian models. Moreover, they face numerical inaccuracies, which can yield global inconsistencies and a costly Monte-Carlo integration. Bhatia et al. [BJB * 12] introduce the concept of edge maps to visualize error propagation in streamline integration. Szymczak [Szy13] propose to compute stable features in terms of (pseudo) Morse sets to analyze error affected vector fields. Both techniques depend on a refinement/subdivision parameter which affects the output, the running times, and the memory consumption. Since they address vector data, these techniques do not provide predictions on the function values of critical points, which prevents value-uncertainty analysis.
Related work

Contributions
This paper makes the following new contributions:
1. A non-local characterization of mandatory critical points; 2. A combinatorial algorithm for their extraction; 3. A tree representation capturing their global relation; 4. A mandatory critical point pair simplification scheme.
Preliminaries
This section describes our formal setting and presents the concepts of scalar field topology used in the rest of the paper.
Data Representation
Let Ω ⊂ R 2 be a regular grid. We call a planar uncertain scalar field F a function that maps each v ∈ Ω to a random variable F(v). The input is given at each v ∈ Ω by the bounds of the support of a function hv : R → R, which faithfully describes the PDF of F(v), i.e., R hv = 1. Specifically, the bounds are given by two scalar functions f , f + : Ω → R which we call lower ( f ) and upper ( f + )
bound fields (Fig. 1d ). This representation is generic in the sense that it can represent the bounds of parametric models and observed random variables found in ensemble data.
We call a realization field a scalar field g : Ω → R that maps each vertex of Ω to a realization of its random variable F(v) given hv. For example, the mean or the observations of an ensemble are instances of a realization field. The goal of our approach is to capture the common topological denominator of any realization g. It is based on the key property that hv admits compact support in practice. In the worst case, this support is the interval [F ,
and F + = max v∈Ω f + (v). However, much tighter bounds are observed in practice (Fig. 1d) . In the following, we assume finite f and f + . In the case no bound is provided but an estimator of the PDF hv is available, e.g., a histogram, we estimate f and f + by the support of this estimator.
The key property which we exploit in the rest of the paper is that f and f + are point-wise nested, i.e., f (v) < f + (v).
Critical Points of a Realization Field
We assume that any realization g behaves monotonically within each quad of Ω. Then, the critical points of g occur only on the vertices of Ω. This can be obtained by subdividing each quad of Ω into two triangles yielding a piecewiselinear (PL) manifold S. In the following, we interpret Ω as a triangulated surface S and g as a PL scalar field. We additionally assume that g takes distinct values for all v ∈ S, which can be obtained by simulation of simplicity [EM90] .
. We call the birth vertices of these components minima and maxima, respectively. The vertices at which connected components of L g (i) and L + g (i) merge as i changes are called join and split saddles, respectively. The structural relations between these critical points are captured by the notions of join and split trees [CSA00] .
The join tree T (g) is a 1-dimensional simplicial complex obtained by contracting each connected component of the Figure 2 : Sub-level sets (blue) of a realization g with isovalues i 0 < i 1 < i 2 . Connected components are born at i 0 a) and i 1 b) (minima m 1 and m 2 (green)), and merge at i 2 c) (join saddle s (green)). The other vertices of L g (blue) are mapped to valence-2 vertices in the join tree (blue, insets).
sub-level set to a point, see Fig. 2 . Since there is a bijection between the vertices of S and T (g), we use the same notation for a vertex in T (g) or S. Minima of g and its global maximum are mapped to valence-1 vertices in T (g) while saddles where k connected components of L g merge are mapped to valence-(k + 1) vertices. All other vertices are mapped to valence-2 vertices (Fig. 2) . A super-arc (va, v b ) is a directed connected path in T (g) from va to v b with g(va) < g(v b ) such that va and v b are the only non-valence-2 vertices of the path. The split tree is defined symmetrically by considering the sur-level sets L + g of g. Given a planar domain, there can be one pair of saddles mapped to valence-2 vertices in the join and split tree [TP12] . These are due to the boundary component of S and are missed in the above description, but are usually of minor interest in practice.
Mandatory Critical Points
In this section, we introduce the notion of mandatory critical points and we present a combinatorial algorithm to extract them. In the rest of the paper, we focus on mandatory minima and join saddles. Mandatory maxima and split saddles are treated symmetrically. According to Sec. 2, we denote the uncertain scalar field by F and a realization field by g.
The key intuition of our characterizations is that the sublevel sets of any realization g are nested in between these of (Fig. 3) . A similar intuition holds for join saddles by identifying merge events in L f and L f + (Fig. 5 ).
To identify these events, we make use of the join trees of f and f + both to identify the mandatory critical points and to extract their critical component and critical interval. In particular, we use T ( f + ) to identify the mandatory vertices where topological events must have happened and T ( f ) to extract the corresponding critical components and intervals.
Mandatory Minima
Definition 1 A mandatory minimum M is a minimal connected component C ⊂ S with a minimal interval I ⊂ R such that any g admits at least one minimum m in C with g(m) ∈ I. We call C its critical component and I its critical interval. 
Characterization of Mandatory Minima
Given an isovalue i, we denote
for all v ∈ S and any g. Hence, there is a realizationg such that there is v ∈ A with
and Ag consists of at least one connected component implying the existence of at least one minimum ofg. Fig. 3a ,b show two examples. We call A an admissible component for sub-level set realization at isovalue i.
Let m 1 be a minimum of f + (Fig. 3c,d ). Since g(m 1 ) ≤ f + (m 1 ) for any g, m 1 has to be in the sub-level set of g at f + (m 1 ). We call m 1 a mandatory vertex at isovalue f + (m 1 ).
Let C be the admissible component at isovalue f
containing m 1 . Let us assume that m 1 is the only minimum of f + in C (Fig. 3c,d ). With the above discussion, L g can be composed of an arbitrary number of connected components in C (Fig. 3a ,b, gray regions). Since g(m 1 ) ≤ f + (m 1 ), there is exactly one connected component of L g which contains m 1 (Fig. 3c,d ). Hence, any g admits at least one minimum in C. We call C the critical component of a mandatory minimum M, i.e., a connected region where at least one minimum of g has to appear. The critical interval I of M is given by the isovalue where C is born with respect to f up to f + (m 1 ),
Let C be the admissible component at isovalue i containing m 1 with i < f + (m 1 ) and C C. Before the isovalue f + (m 1 ), there is a realizationg such that Lg ∩ C is empty, i.e.,g does not admit any minimum in C . However, any g must admit at least one minimum arbitrarily located within C at the isovalue f + (m 1 ). Thus, C describes a critical component of minimal size. Consider the case that m 1 and m 2 are two minima of f + located in C with f
) includes m 1 and m 2 for any g. Then, there isg such that Lg( f + (m 2 )) consists of only one connected component which contains both minima (Fig. 3e) . Thus, the existence of m 2 in C does not necessarily imply the existence of an additional minimum in g. Hence, the existence of several minima of f + in C do not introduce topological but geometrical constraints to the sub-level sets of g (Fig. 3e,f) .
Extraction of Mandatory Minima
We now introduce a combinatorial algorithm to extract the mandatory minima of F (Fig. 4) . The minima of T ( f + ) are visited by increasing value of f + . For each minimum m k of f + , the component C k (Fig. 3c,d ) is computed by extracting the sub-tree of T ( f ) containing m k and rooted at the isovalue f + (m k ). The component C k describes a valid mandatory minimum if it contains no previously processed minimum of T ( f + ) and if m k is not included in any previously computed critical component. For example, m 1 and m 2 in Fig. 4 yield the creation of two mandatory minima M 1 and M 2 with components C 1 and C 2 . This is not the case for m 3 since it is included in the previously computed critical component C 1 . The critical interval I k is given by
The output is a list of mandatory minima M k with their critical component C k and interval I k .
Mandatory Join Saddles
Definition 2 A mandatory join saddle S is a minimal connected component C ⊂ S with a minimal interval I ⊂ R such that any g admits at least one join saddle s in C with g(s) ∈ I. We call C its critical component and I its critical interval.
Characterization of Mandatory Join Saddles
Let M k with k ∈ {1, 2} be two mandatory minima with their critical components C k . Let m k ∈ C k be their mandatory vertices (Fig. 5a,b ). Note that m k are minima of f + . The com- (Fig. 4) . Without loss of generality, we assume s and s + are simple saddles. Let A be the connected component of L f ( f (s )) containing s . Since C 1 and C 2 are disconnected (Sec. 3.1.2), we have s / ∈ C k and C k ⊂ A . Thus, m k must be contained in A (Fig. 5c,d ).
We characterize mandatory join saddles in three steps. We analyze the sub-level set of g before f (s ) (step 1), after f (s ) (step 2), and after f + (s + ) (step 3).
Step 1 (Fig. 5a,b ). Let ξ < f (s ) such that there are two connected components
each of which containing m k , respectively. Since f (m k ) < f (s ), the sets A ξ (m k ) always exist. Following Sec. 3.1.1, any realization g must also admit at least two connected components of L g (ξ) which contain m 1 and m 2 , respectively.
Step 2 (Fig. 5c,d ). Since A consists of only one connected component, there is a realizationg for which a single connected component of Lg( f (s )) includes m 1 and m 2 (Sec. 3.1.1). f (s ) describes the earliest moment where a join saddle for any g in A can occur. Hence, it cannot occur in the set of finished vertices R = {v ∈ A | f + (v) < f (s )}.
Step 3 (Fig. 5e,f) . Overall, the admissible component C where a join saddle can occur is given by C = B \ R. Due to the presence of split saddles of f and f + , the removal of R in C might yield disconnected regions. Thus, we restrict C to the connected component C containing s and s + . The mandatory join saddle S that merges the mandatory minima M k is defined by the critical component C and interval
In summary, at isovalue ξ (step 1) any g must have two connected components of L g each of which containing m 1 and m 2 . At isovalue f (s ), there exists a realizationg for which one connected component of Lg includes both m 1 and m 2 . At isovalue f + (s + ) (step 3), any g admits one connected component of L g including m 1 and m 2 . Hence, C describes a critical component of minimal size in which a join saddle s must appear by the isovalue f + (s + ) (Fig. 5e,f) .
We want to emphasize that the sub-level set component of g which initially contains m 1 at isovalue f + (m 1 ) contains at least one minimum in the critical component C 1 (Sec. 3.1.1). The same holds for m 2 . Thus, there is a minimapair (ma, m b ) for any g with ma ∈ C 1 and m b ∈ C 2 such that their join saddle is located in C of S and takes a value in I.
Enumeration of Mandatory Join Saddles
We present now a strategy to enumerate all mandatory join saddles. This enumeration is used to construct the mandatory join tree and to simplify mandatory critical points.
To enumerate all mandatory join saddles, we enumerate all pairs of mandatory minima. According to Sec. 3.2.1, a mandatory join saddle is uniquely identified by its corresponding ancestor saddles s and s + . Any two pairs of mandatory minima (M i , M j ) and (M k , M ) which use the same pair (s , s + ) characterize the same mandatory saddle (Fig. 6 ). This yields duplicated entries, handled as follows.
Let S and S + be the list of join saddles of T ( f ) and T ( f + ) associated to mandatory minima pairs. Let G be a bipartite graph such that each saddle of S and S + is represented by a node (Fig. 6) . The edges of G link a saddle from S to a saddle of S + if these saddles are used by a manda-
Since the uncertainty can be spread out arbitrarily across the domain, the size of the support of a PDF at a vertex v can vary across S. This might result in nested mandatory saddles (Fig. 6, top) . A mandatory join saddle S k can completely hide another S in terms of critical component and interval, i.e., C ⊂ C k and I ⊂ I k . In such a case, we represent S k and S by a single mandatory 2-join saddle. Given a realization g, this mandatory 2-join saddle describes two join saddles of g that have to appear in C k and I k . This construction is generalized to mandatory n-join saddles, where n is called the multiplicity of the mandatory saddles. Mandatory saddles are nested if they belong to the same connected component of G. The saddle S k with the largest critical component and interval is selected as a representative. Each S k is associated with its list of minima M k which define its component in G. The multiplicity of S k is given by the number of saddles of S in this component. In Fig. 6 , the bottom component containing {s 1 , s + 1 } yields the mandatory saddle S 1 of multiplicity one. The top component containing {s 3 , s + 3 , s 4 , s + 4 } yields S 3 of multiplicity two.
Extraction of Mandatory Join Saddles
We present the overall algorithm for computing mandatory join saddles (Fig. 6,7) . For each pair of mandatory minima (M i , M j ), the corresponding join saddles of T ( f ) and T ( f + ) are identified and an edge is added to G (Fig. 6, left) .
Given a connected component of G, a mandatory saddle S k is created (Fig. 6, right) . Let s and s + be the lowest and highest saddles of this component. The critical interval I k is given by (Fig. 7) . The critical component C k of S k is given by walking up T ( f ) from s up to f + (s + ) (Fig. 7) and considering the connected subset of B \ R (Sec. 3.2.1). Finally, the list M k of mandatory minima that S k joins is maintained (Fig. 6, right) .
Figure 8: Mandatory join tree construction (left to right). Saddles are progressively added to the tree (top to bottom, left). A union-find data-structure tracks the added edges, enabling to identify the non-visited nodes to which a saddle node must be linked, given its minima list. At each step, visited nodes are depicted in light blue.
Computational Complexity
In this section, we analyze the computational complexity of our algorithm. We denote the number of vertices of S by n and the number of mandatory extrema by e. The computation of the join trees is bounded by O(n log(n)) [CSA00] . In Sec. 3.1.2, all minima of f + are processed in increasing order. Thus, the worst-case complexity of this step is O(n log(n)). Since the mandatory minima are disjoint, the computation of the critical components is done in O(n). Hence, the worst-case complexity for the computation of mandatory extrema is O(n log(n)). Enumerating the list of extrema pairs in Sec. 3.2.3 needs O(e 2 ) steps. For each pair, the computation of the common ancestors s and s + needs O(n) steps. Thus, the computation of the pairing has a worstcase complexity of O(n e 2 ). The overall complexity of our algorithm is therefore O(n log(n) + n e 2 ).
Visualization of Mandatory Critical Points
In this section, we show how the mandatory critical points can be used for interactive and multi-scale visualizations.
Visualization of Mandatory Critical Components
Each mandatory critical point P is visualized by displaying its critical component C on the domain, with a specific color according to its type (minimum, join saddle, split saddle, or maximum). More insights can be gleaned by analyzing the critical interval I of each P. In the following, we assume that not only the support bounds of each PDF is given as input but also the PDF estimators. For each vertex v ∈ C, the probability that F(v) ∈ I is depicted as an opacity transfer function giving visual hints on the spatial uncertainty of P.
Mandatory Join Tree Construction
The algorithm for the mandatory join saddle computation maintains for each join saddle S k the list M k of mandatory minima it joins (Fig. 6, right) . We exploit this information to visualize the global structure of the mandatory critical points in a tree representation, called the mandatory join tree. Its computation (Fig. 8) is an adaptation of the join tree algorithm [CSA00] to our setting. In particular, the mandatory saddles S k are processed in increasing order of |M k |. This ordering is motivated by the following fact. In a scalar field, the closer a join saddle is to the root, the more minima are contained in its sub-level set component. Based on this order, the mandatory join tree is constructed as follows. The mandatory join tree T is initialized with nodes representing the saddles and minima. Edges are added between the first saddle S 1 and its minima. These minima are marked as visited (Fig. 8, light blue) . A union-find datastructure [GF64, CLRS01] tracks the added edges. This enables to find the non-visited nodes to which a remaining saddle S k should be linked, based on its list M k (Fig. 8) . In contrast to the join tree (Sec. 2), we do not augment T with valence-2 vertices. T only includes the mandatory critical points and the edges linking them. Let S k and S l be two saddles linked by an edge in T . If S k and S l overlap in terms of critical component and interval, the corresponding join saddles s k and s l in a realization g may admit an arbitrary order. Thus, s k and s l may switch their positions in T (g). We flag each edge of T as switchable in such a case.
The mandatory join tree can be visualized with a planar layout [Aub04, HSCS11] . In particular, a mandatory critical point is represented by a vertical bar whose length depicts its interval, and switchable edges are colored. From a practical point of view, an edge of T represents a connected path of super-arcs in T (g) for any g. Thus, T describes the topological connection between critical points of any g, which provides visual hints of its expected topological structure. The mandatory split tree T + is constructed symmetrically.
Simplification of Mandatory Critical Points
In this section, we introduce a procedure to discriminate between small-and large-scale structures represented by mandatory critical points. This strategy is inspired by the notion of topological persistence [ELZ02]. For each mandatory critical point P, we note f P and f + P the bounds of its critical interval I = [ f P , f + P ]. For each mandatory join saddle S, the list of its mandatory minima M is traversed (Fig. 6, right) . A mandatory critical point pair (M, S) is created for each minimum M ∈ M and we evaluate the metric:
Note that a mandatory minimum M can be represented in multiple pairs. Given a user-defined threshold t, the global list of pairs is traversed by increasing d-value. A pair (M, S) with d(M, S) < t is marked as simplified and removed from the visualization only if both M and S have not already been simplified. After all pairs have been processed, the mandatory join/split trees are reconstructed by considering the non-simplified mandatory critical points.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present experimental results obtained with ensemble data sets and scalar fields with prescribed error bounds, and provide empirical verifications of our predictions. The results are obtained with a C++ implementation on an i7 CPU (2.93GHz). Tab. 1 shows running times of the individual steps. Note that the timings depend on the topological complexity, i.e., the number of mandatory extrema. Critical components are colored as follows: minima (blue), join saddles (green), split saddles (yellow), maxima (red).
Verification and Performance
We verified our prediction of mandatory critical points and their global relation with two test procedures. Let g be an arbitrary realization. In Test 1, we checked if there is a critical point of g of correct type located in the critical component of a mandatory critical point. We also checked if its critical value is in the predicted critical interval. In Test 2, we verified the global pairing of mandatory critical points as follows. Let M 1 , M 2 ∈ M be two extrema in the list M of a mandatory saddle S (Sec. 3.2.3). Let C 1,2 and I 1,2 be the critical components and intervals of the mandatory extrema M 1,2 . We collected all extrema-saddle triplets (m 1 , m 2 , s) of g with m 1 ∈ C 1 , g(m 1 ) ∈ I 1 , m 2 ∈ C 2 , g(m 2 ) ∈ I 2 , and s being the common ancestor of m 1 and m 2 in the join/split tree of g. The prediction of our algorithm is correct if the set of triplets is not empty, and s and its critical value fall in the critical component and interval of S. We applied this verification to all mandatory extrema-saddle triplets.
Test 1 and 2 were used in a twofold manner. Firstly, we verified the observed data, i.e., the topological structure of each individual observation. Scalar fields with prescribed error bounds were handled as ensemble data containing the lower and upper bounds. All data sets presented in Tab. 1 passed successfully Test 1 and 2. Secondly, we generated 5000 random realizations based on the PDFs and verified these fields. Uniform distributions were assumed for scalar fields with prescribed error bounds. Note that random realizations usually result in a much more complex topological configuration due to the induced noise. Thus, the verification for the Sea Surface Height and the Martian data was not completed (more than 20 hours per realization, see Tab of Tab. 1 was verified as correct. The verification requires more computational effort than the algorithm itself (Tab. 1). This is especially the case for random realization due to the induced noise. In all of our experiments, the construction of the mandatory join/split tree and its simplification took less than 5 ms. This enables an interactive exploration and visualization once the initial set of mandatory critical points is computed (as showcased in the accompanying video).
Experiments
Kármán Vortex Street. Fig. 1 illustrates our algorithmic pipeline on the uncertain Kármán vortex street obtained with Gerris [Pop03] . The simulation has been run for a fixed duration with varying viscosity parameters yielding an ensemble data set which represents the magnitude of the velocity field.
In such an experiment, the resulting point-wise histograms hv (Fig. 1a) do not necessarily follow a parametric distribution. Based on f − and f + (Fig. 1b) , our algorithm computes the mandatory critical points (Fig. 1c) . The geometry of the critical components enable to apprehend the spatial uncertainty of the topological features of the flow. In particular, the shape of the critical components of the mandatory minima varies along the street: thinner and more elongated regions are observed at its right extremity. This indicates a larger spatial uncertainty away from the obstacle. A refined visualization of the spatial uncertainty is obtained by the pointwise likelihood of appearance (Sec. 4.1), see Fig. 1d . The mandatory join and split trees (Fig. 1e) capture nicely the periodicity and the symmetry of the vortex street. The length of the vertical bars in the trees visualizes the value-uncertainty of the mandatory critical points. A progressive simplification of mandatory critical points (Fig. 1f) reveals the most dominant structures (Fig. 1g) . Interestingly, the trees show that these are also the most uncertain value-wise.
Synthetic Evaluation. Fig. 9a shows the mandatory critical points of a synthetic scalar field with two global error bounds based on the function range (top: 20%, bottom: 0.5%). We additionally show the critical points (spheres) of the synthetic field as ground truth. With 20% error only few critical points are detected as mandatory. Missing critical points are highlighted by red circles. The global topological structure of the scalar field is identified as mandatory in case of 0.5% error. As the error bound width decreases, f − and f + converge to the synthetic field. In practice, the critical components of mandatory critical points tend to describe extrema points and saddle contours. This indicates a capturing of topological changes of certain level sets in the limit.
Martian Elevation Map. Fig. 9b shows the interactive exploration of mandatory critical points in an elevation map of a Martian region [HP03] (http://pdsgeosciences.wustl.edu/). This data set has a spatial resolution of ∼460 m per pixel and we consider an elevation error of 1% (∼40 m). The spatial organization of craters is of special interest helping to understand properties of celestial bodies such as age and origin. Based on the mandatory join tree, the user can explore interactively the most dominant mandatory minima to identify the deepest craters. The mandatory join saddles enable a navigation of the rims of these craters. Our technique provides assessments regarding the position and height uncertainties of the craters.
Heated Cylinder. Fig. 9c shows a challenging example for our technique. It represents the flow generated by a heat source with varying viscosity. In this unstable process, the flow trajectories drastically change from one observation to another (Fig. 9c (1-3) ). This instability is reflected by a large support in the histograms hv, which sometimes cover the entire histogram range (Fig. 9c) . Despite the high variability of the observations, our approach still identifies several mandatory critical points including a dominant mandatory maximum (Fig. 9c (4) , red colored region). As shown in Fig. 9c  (1-3) , all the observations admit at least one maximum of velocity magnitude located in the predicted region. Interestingly, they all also admit a maximum in the early stage of the stream. This common behavior is captured by the coneshaped structure of the dominant mandatory maximum.
Sea Surface Height. Fig. 10 shows the mandatory critical points of the Sea Surface Height (SSH) computed from 31 observations (http://ecco2.jpl.nasa.gov/products/, Jan. 2012). The algorithm identifies regions where minima and maxima exist over the entire month. This enables to apprehend the global structure of the ensemble. Local inspection provides further insights in this structure (Fig. 10d-e) . Our simplification allows to identify dominant critical points (shown with bold boundaries). This drives a selection of regions of interest (Fig. 10a-c) that can be further inspected with zoom-ins. In particular, they reveal that the dominant extrema of SSH are located along the major sea streams: along South-Africa (a), Australia (b), and in the Gulf Stream (c). This simplification helps the user overcome the amount of information given in this complex ensemble data set.
Limitations
The key assumption of our approach is that the PDFs of the input admit a finite support at each vertex of the domain and that a reliable estimation of this support is given. When constructing these PDFs from ensemble data-sets, the support bounds (and the resulting critical components and intervals) may be over-estimated in the presence of outliers. Also, PDFs with infinite support can only be processed in an approximated way. The pairing of mandatory critical points takes O(n e 2 ). Hence, only the critical components and intervals of mandatory extrema can be computed for highly complex data sets. As the uncertainty decreases, mandatory extrema shrink to points. Mandatory saddles, however, tend to converge to saddle contours. Thus, the prediction accuracy of the exact position of a saddle point is restricted by the spacial extent of this contour. In practice, this implies that saddles have a larger extent than extrema in the presence of uncertainty, which may challenge their visual interpretation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a combinatorial technique which allows to extract the common topological denominator of uncertain scalar fields. To do so, we introduced the notion of mandatory critical points. These describe regions and intervals where critical points and values have to happen in any realization of the input, which help the users apprehend the spatial and value uncertainties of topological features. Thanks to this notion, we described new interactive visualization techniques for uncertain data. In particular, we introduced mandatory join/split trees to reveal the global relation of mandatory critical points. We also presented a simplification strategy which enables multi-scale visualizations.
For the special case where the PDF support width is constant, we suspect a more efficient algorithm could be derived. An improvement for the general case, i.e., spatial variability of the uncertainty, is more challenging but could be beneficial to the processing of highly complex data. An investigation of the relation between the proposed simplification strategy and topological persistence could provide deeper theoretical insights of the topological structure of uncertain data. Finally, a natural direction for future work is the extension of this approach to volumetric data-sets. However, as the dimension increases, new types of saddle points appear in the bound fields and these are not captured by the join/split trees.
